
 

Manfrotto Tripod Parts Online 
ManfrottoTripodParts.com is a website that provides you most of the parts that make up your 
Manfrotto product. If a part goes missing or breaks we are the place to search for what you 
need to get your equipment back up and running again. We are a sister website of 
SpartanPhotoCenter.com. Conveniently located in the upstate of South Carolina in Spartanburg. 
We sell parts nationally and internationally and proud to provide these products to you no 
matter where you are in the world. 

Manfrotto Tripods, Heads, Monopods and Accessories 
Supported items are shown by model number, with 
photographic diagrams illustrating the parts, like the screen 
shots shown. Individual parts are shown by clicking on the 
parts descriptions. Links are black, then highlight to red upon 
mouseover and turn blue when clicked. Listings that are not 
active are not stock items and cannot be ordered. 

Models that have a head incorporated into the model will 
have the head parts listed. Often these heads are slightly 
different from heads alone, in so much as they are designed 
to be made onto the tripod or monopod, and not work as a 
separate part. 

If you are having problems with your Manfrotto or would rather 

not repair it yourself you can send it to us for repair. We only repair 

those tripods, heads and monopods that we have listed on our site. 

 

Below we have some specials, and featured items that will make your photographic experience 

with your tripod better or more productive. 

Parts for Tripods 

The tripods listed in this directory are listed by the Manfrotto item number and our version 
number. Versions can vary by date of manufacture or serial number. 
 
Check the verions carefully as parts from one version are not always compatible with the 
previous or later versions. 



As much as possible, we have made notes and reference those differences if we know of them. 

055CX3 - Carbon Fiber Tripod  

Item numbers listed in the index on the right column may not be shown on the 
picture because the part may be obscured or is inside another part or it is 

underneath another part and cannot be shown. Click on the link to see the 
actual Part picture. Links will turn red on "mouse-over' and blue after they 
have been visited. 

Light Weight Tripods 

715B Version 2 - Aluminum Tripod 

Parts marked as USED are reconditioned and only available as USED. Where 
there is a dual listing the one not showning USED is the NEW part. Item L for 
example. 

Item numbers listed in the index on the right column may not be shown on 
the picture because the part may be obscured or is inside another part or it is 
underneath another part and cannot be shown. Click on the link to see the actual Part picture. 
Links will turn red on "mouse-over' and blue after they have been visited. 

Parts for Monopods 

The Monopods listed in this directory are listed by the Manfrotto item number and our version 
number.  
Versions can vary by date of manufacture or serial number.  

Check the versions carefully as parts from one version are not always compatible with the 
previous or later versions. 
As much as possible, we have made notes and reference those differences if we know of them. 

557B Monopod Version 1 

Parts D1 & F1are discontinued and no longer available. Replacements 
are shown. Be aware that the snap levers are different and are NOT 
compatible or interchangeable bewteen the locks or replacemements. 
The Foot changed from Version 1 to Version 2. 

For more information please visit 
http://www.manfrottotripodparts.com 

http://www.manfrottotripodparts.com/

